As a service organization, the Supply Chain Management Center (SCMC) works closely with Department of Energy contractors to effectively leverage $4 billion of annual spend across the enterprise and provide cost savings to the DOE.

While multi-site purchasing can drive significant savings, there’s much more to the SCMC than just commodity agreements. A suite of electronic tools and services are available to improve DOE NNSA and EM sites’ operational and acquisition efficiencies, as well as enhance their cost reduction activities.

**ePLATFORM OFFERINGS**

**Spend Analytics**
Working with management and operating contractors, SCMC spend analytics enables and automates Actual Cost Savings reporting enterprise-wide. By aggregating, cleansing, classifying, and analyzing spend data, we can reduce procurement costs, improve efficiency, and monitor supplier performance. As a relational database, it also provides the basis for leveraged commodity opportunity analysis, giving you insights to procurement-related opportunities you didn’t even know existed.

**eSourcing**
SCMC provides a secure web-hosted supplier/buyer marketplace for DOE NNSA and EM contractors. Supporting electronic auctions, sealed bid by rank and sealed bid sourcing events, the marketplace provides suppliers with immediate feedback regarding the competitiveness of their bids, allows them to submit multiple bids during an event, and lets them know where their bids stood once an event is completed. Buyers can see an increase in price competitiveness as well as limit their related expenditures through improved networking and reduced marketing costs.

**eCatalog**
The marketplace also includes secure electronic catalogs for contractors, providing a business-to-business shopping solution with a consumer-like experience. Buyers are able to search, sort, filter and compare goods and services. This supports enterprise-wide strategic sourcing and leveraging spend on common commodities while leveling the playing field for smaller suppliers, who may not have the technology to host their own ecommerce site.

*continues on back*
eTravel Expense Reporting
ExpenseAnywhere is an electronic travel authorization and expense reporting system that provides end-to-end automation of the entire expense process. It easily can be integrated with a site’s travel card and records management programs.

EWA Search Engine
This tool helps buyers quickly search for currently available strategic agreements by ICPT, DOE and the SCMC. As part of our dedication to continuously improving the user experience, the SCMC is providing appropriate agreement documentation here as well.

Enterprise Supply Base Review
If buyers would like to know what their peers think of a supplier prior to using them, this is the place to get qualitative data that might not otherwise be available. Buyers are able to rate and review suppliers, and additional information is provided regarding suppliers’ products and socio-economics.

SKY Portal
Part of SCMC’s overall digital infrastructure, the SKY Portal is a one-stop shop for strategic sourcing news, information and collaboration. Procurement teams will find the latest performance Scorecards, meeting notes and updates. We also post news features, called Skylights, regarding site-specific success stories, best practices, and research and development efforts. New features are being introduced regularly, such as a calendar of upcoming events and a feedback / idea submission tool.

thescmcgroup.com
This external website is a gateway for small business suppliers to learn more about working with the SCMC on multisite and enterprise-wide opportunities. It’s an integral part of our efforts to facilitate communication with site communities and the supply base. Continuous improvement efforts include information about upcoming events, creating reciprocal links with other small business and enterprise-related websites, and developing and sharing simple, straightforward information about what potential suppliers can do to build positive relationships with the sites.
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